Interview with Tim Selbitte

Wednesday, November 12, 2014

Selbitte author Tim Selbitte received the Theodore Roosevelt Memorial Poetry Prize — the first in a century and a half — from the Ohio State University Bookstore in Columbus, Ohio. Selbitte’s first book of poems, Fast Track, released by Elsner Press in 2012.

In an interview with Elsner graduate assistant Matthew S. Szymanski, Selbitte discussed his recent honor, receiving a funny email in time for his birthday. He shared details about his latest book, the Theodore Roosevelt Poetry Prize in his name.

“Quickly, after my birthday, I received an email from the Ohio State University Bookstore in Columbus, Ohio. It was asking if I would like to be considered for the Theodore Roosevelt Poetry Prize. This year, a few years ago, I received an email from the Ohio State University Bookstore, asking if I would like to be considered for the Theodore Roosevelt Poetry Prize. This year, a few years ago, I received an email from the Ohio State University Bookstore, asking if I would like to be considered for the Theodore Roosevelt Poetry Prize. This year, a few years ago, I received an email from the Ohio State University Bookstore, asking if I would like to be considered for the Theodore Roosevelt Poetry Prize. This year, a few years ago, I received an email from the Ohio State University Bookstore, asking if I would like to be considered for the Theodore Roosevelt Poetry Prize. This

Selbitte also talked about his upcoming tour of Ohio, including events. He plans to speak at various universities and venues across the state. He said he is excited to have the opportunity to share his work with new audiences and engage in meaningful conversations about his poetry. He also mentioned his interest in connecting with readers and discussing the craft of writing.

Matt Szymanski in a graduate assistant at Ohio State University’s graduate creative writing program. He said he’s excited to help the university to events but does play a role in the literary world.

Read the article interview with Tim Selbitte at elshnerpress.org

New Releases from Elshner

Quick hits: chronicles the depression legacy of banking as well as the effects of neglect, sexual desire, and violence. The book is part of a collection of poems that explore the complex and often painful relationship between nature and the human experience. It delves into themes such as pain and loss, love and longing, and the struggle for identity.

Summarizing Col’s memoir in essays that chart the author’s evolution as a writer, the book reflects on the early years of Col’s life. It includes her early pages as a poet laureate at the premier book fair of the year. The book explores the author’s personal history and the demanding literary friendships and secret correspondences that have shaped her career. It also delves into Col’s experiences as a Texas professor, writer, and wise student of her own voice.

Elsner Press and the Ohio State University Bookstore have launched a new book for free for their patrons. The book is available for free by sending an email to the bookstore.

The “First Little Free Libraries” is a collaboration between Elshner Press and the Ohio State University Bookstore. The project aims to encourage reading and support communities through the sharing of stories.

“The First Little Free Libraries” is a project that encourages reading and community engagement by providing access to books that reflect diverse perspectives. The initiative is part of Elshner Press’s mission to promote literature and the arts. It involves placing small boxes containing books in public spaces, such as parks, libraries, or community centers, to provide reading and library resources to people who might not otherwise have access to these resources.

About Elshner Press:

Housed at Ohio State University, Elshner Press is a non-profit literary press working to produce and promote books that nurture the dialogue among genres, cultures, and voices.

For the latest Elshner events, please visit us online.
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